INTRODUCTION
That the flow in the Earth's plasma sheet can be bursty in quiet as well as disturbed times has been pointed out in the past [Coroniti et al., 1978 [Coroniti et al., ,1980 The above findings pertfining to the dynamics of the PSBL quantified the importance of short-lived, high-speed flows for a magnetotail region that was thought to be permanently active. Moreover, they motivated an application of a similar, statistical approach to the investigation of the characteristics of the CPS. Baumjohann et al. [1989] (subsequently referred to as BJetal89) undertook this investigation and used the same data set and similar data selection criteria as BJetal88 to identify CPS samples. Their analysis revealed that short time scale high-speed flows do indeed occur at the CPS with a probability of occurrence comparable to that of the PSBL flows. Furthermore, it quantified important aspects of the statistical properties of the CPS ion flows that were not shown in earlier work [e.g. Frank, 1986, 1987] .
In particular, BJetal89 showed (see their Figure 5 ) that flows above 300 km/s occur in the CPS 2-3% of the time for active (AE > 500 nT) times and 0.7-0.8% of the time for moderate to quiet times (AE < 500 nT). These high-speed flows most often last less than 1 min (fewer than 3% of them remain above the 300-km/s threshold for more than 100 s), they are separated by longer periods of nearly stagnant plasma, and they are directed predominantly earthward.
The high-speed flows in the CPS share, qualitatively, many of their statistical characteristics with the flows at the boundary layer, described previously by BJetal88. However, BJetal89 pointed out that the CPS velocity is typically representative of the bulk flow of a single-ion component rather than the imbalance between two counterstreaming ion beams, as is often the case in the boundary layer. The validity of the above statement for flows close to the neutral sheet, under a wide range of geomagnetic conditions was assessed in a recent survey of the three-dimensional AMPTE/IRM ion velocity distribution functions by Nakamura et al. [1991] . The authors showed that during CPS crossings with magnetic field strength B < 5 nT (defined therein as neutral sheet encounters), ring or other peculiar types of distributions occur only rarely. As the ion distribution functions do not deviate from that of a single-ion population, the bulk velocity is a good measure of the plasma flow characteristics in that region of the magnetotail. The BJeta190 statistical study suggests that the ICPS highspeed flows play an important role in plasma sheet dynamics. It also raises several questions that are difficult to answer by means of a statistical study: Are the ICPS high speed flows isolated bursts of duration less than 10 s or parts of a larger, coherent structure? Is there a consistent magnetic field signature associated with them? How do other plasma characteristics evolve during high-speed flows?
In the present paper we report on the features of the ICPS high-speed flow events that emerge when high-speed flow samples are studied on a case by case basis. We also use the superposed epoch analysis technique to establish some of their properties in a statistical manner. We will see that the flow velocity during the time of occurrence of a high-speed flow event is usually extremely variable, that its magnitude typically possesses peaks of full width at half maximum (FWHM) duration of the order of 1 min and that the peak velocities are much larger than the statistically expected average convection velocity of V,(AE) • 50-100 km/s for the concurrent value of the AE index [BJeta189; Huang and Frank, 1986 ]. We will see that these velocity peaks are embedded in longer, 10-min time scale, enhanced velocity structures, whose intermittent nature may be due to spatial effects (i.e., motion of the spacecraft across an "active" region) or temporal changes (i.e., onset/subsidence of flows). In addition, the velocity exhibits local peaks on the 5-10 s time scale superposed on its average profile, some of which would have been considered independent events in the statistical analyses cited above.
We will refer to the order of a minute time scale velocity peaks of amplitude an order of magnitude larger than the statistically expected average convection velocity Vc(AE) as flow bursts (FBs). We will not address the shorter time scale variability of the flow velocity. We will term the 10-min time scale enhanced flow events (enhanced above the level of a few times Vc(AE)) that envelop the FBs, bursty bulk flow events (BBF events) to stress the fact that, in contrast to boundary layer flows, they represent a bulk (usually convective) flow of a single population.
INDIVIDUAL BURSTY BULK FLOW EVENTS

BBF Selection Criteria
In the analysis described in this section we used 5-s averages of the plasma moments measured by the 3D plasma instrument [Paschmann et al., 1985 ] and 5-s averages of the magnetic field measured by the fluxgate magnetometer [Liihr et al., 1985] on board the AMPTE/IRM satellite. The plasma moments were calculated on board the spacecraft from measured threedimensional ion and electron distributions every spin period (4.5 s). In this calculation it was assumed that all ions are protons. The 5-s averages of the plasma moments were calculated by "block averaging" the 4.5-s resolution data, i.e., by binning the data into 5-s universal time bins and then averaging. This means that the 5-s averages were usually based on one spin sample. The ambient magnetic field was sampled 32 times per second with a resolution of 0.1 nT. It was also block averaged to a resolution of 5 s.
We visually inspected data from a subset of the interval used in the statistical analysis of BJeta190. Throughout this paper we adopt the same criteria as BJeta190, described in the introduction, to identify the lobe, PSBL, OCPS, and ICPS regions. ONe refer to them as the "BJeta190 selection criteria.") We do this even when analyzing plasma sheet crossings in detail, despite the fact that these criteria were developed for a statistical treatment, in an effort to facilitate comparison with the earlier studies of plasma sheet high-speed flows. Using these criteria, we selected high-speed flow events (Vi > 400 km/s for two samples or more, within 1 min) in the ICPS from all the 1985 passes of AMPTE/IRM through the tail (IY•sMI < 15 Rs and XasM < -9 Rs). We examined the structure of the plasma and the magnetic field around 80% of the selected high-speed flow events. The events that we examined occurred from March 24 to May 20, 1985 (a total of 65 events; these can be reorganized into 49 enhanced velocity intervals separated by 10 min or more of low-velocity plasma, i.e., 49 BBF events). The above data set (March 24 to May 20, 1985) includes most of the "neutral sheet" crossings studied by Nakamura et al. [1991] (see their Table 1 ). We will be referring to distribution functions that they published as an additional source of information regarding some of the BBFs that we analyzed.
Ninety percent of the BBF events that we looked at occurred during "active" magnetospheric conditions (AE > 100 nT). This is in agreement with the statistical results of BJeta188 (see their Figure 9 and associated discussion). We found no particular correlation between these "active" time BBFs and substorm phase. The rest (five events) occurred during intervals of low AE, during which it is difficult to assess the condition of the magnetosphere based on the AE index alone. The AE time series during 8-hour intervals within which the five low-AE, BBF events occurred are shown in Figure 1 . The downward pointing arrows indicate the times that these five BBFs were detected on AMPTE/IRM; the two upward pointing arrows mark the times of the detection of two substorm-related BBF events. The letters A-E mark BBF events that will be shown in detail in later figures.
It can be seen that even at times of low-AE, BBF events are still associated with some AE variability. These "quiet" time BBF events may occur at a late recovery/early growth phase of a substorm (Figures la, lb, lc downward pointing arrows) or during an isolated electrojet activity enhancement that does not correspond to a large-scale substorm (Figure l d) .
We have also examined ICPS crossings during which the AE index was low and did not show any variability for an interval of many hours. We have not seen any ICPS highspeed flows during such crossings. An example of the AE Although each event in our data base exhibits its own
individuality, we will closely analyze in this study a single representative event (event A of Figure 1 ) which illustrates the characteristics of most of them, including complexity. We selected to present this particular event for two reasons: (1) The spacecraft remained within the plasma sheet during the entire event; this will help us determine the temporal profile of the phenomenon less ambiguously. (2) AE activity was low, and therefore the event is not related to a large-scale substorm; this will make it easier for us to draw conclusions about its spatial scale and argue about the generality of the phenomenon of BBFs. In the remaining part of this section we first present the context of the tail crossing within which the selected BBF event occurred, we describe this event in detail, and we obtain a set of derived quantities useful for any theoretically oriented effort to assess its importance. Underlying our choice of a representative event is the assumption that the BBF events that occurred during "active" times and the ones that occurred during "quiet" times (AE < 100 nT) are similar in most of their properties. We address this question in the last part of this section by presenting data during four more BBF events (events B-E of Figure 1 ). After about 0005 UT (April 11, 1985) the magnetic field approached the magnitude that it had prior to the onset of the BBF, and its orientation (not shown) resumed its original taillike direction. We interpret this as a passage of the spacecraft to the outermost part of the central plasma sheet. A subsequent series of plasma sheet displacements, evidenced by the fluctuating Bt, brought the neutral sheet closer to the spacecraft several times, but were never accompanied by velocity peaks as large as the ones detected previously. We interpret this as a temporal reduction of the level of the BBF activity. However, the ion velocity did not subside below the statistically expected average convection velocity of Vc(AE • 100 nT) • 50 km/s for more than an hour. Figure 2 , as it is for all the other ICPS high-speed flow intervals that we have examined, that the flow velocity is large (an order of magnitude larger than Vc(AE)) during short intervals of the order of a minute. These we termed flow bursts (FBs). FBs are found within 10-min time scale periods of flow enhancement above the level of a few times Vc(AE), which we termed bursty bulk flow events (BBF events). The flow velocity also possesses structure at time scales shorter than a minute, superposed on an average velocity profile before, during, and after the BBF event. This structure will become clearer in a following, expanded plot.
It is apparent from
We chose to focus attention on the 25-min portion of the crossing shown between the vertical lines that includes 
Ni 0.2 The large variability in both the magnitude and direction of the magnetic field has the following implications: First, distinguishing between temporal (i.e., 6B/6t • 0) and spatial evolution becomes problematical. Second, quantities like the angle between the plasma velocity and magnetic field or the ion beta that are derived from and depend sensitively on the magnetic field orientation or magnitude are going to reflect this variability.
The ion density exhibited fluctuations on a time scale of a few minutes that seem uncorrelated with the velocity peaks. The ion temperature increased by a factor of 2.5 from the beginning of the BBF event to the first velocity peak and remained fairly constant afterward (except for a minute-long interval around 2350:00 UT). During the same time the electron temperature increased also but the ratio of the ion to electron temperature (Ti/F,) remained constam within 25% of its average value (8.8) over the entire interval. This is in agreement with the results of BJeta189 and Christon et al. [1991] , who found that a good statistical correlation between the ion and the electron temperatures exists in the nearEarth plasma sheet. Finally, the total (ion+electron+magnetic) pressure also remained fairly constant down to time scales of 10R,•) , or the total earthward energy transport associated with it is comparable with the ~ 2.8 x 102•ergs total energy released due to auroral precipitation and Joule heating dissipation during substorms [Akasofu, 1977] .
Other BBF Events
We now turn to the question of whether the properties of the low-AE BBF events extend to the high-AE BBF events. This question is particularly important since the data base on which we rely for analysis of individual events (this section), as well as the entire 2-year data base which is used for the superposed epoch analysis (next section), is dominated by BBFs that occur during "active" times. We concentrate on the systematic features of the profiles of the magnetic field and the ion velocity during the BBF events because they reveal properties which are not evident in a statistical study. Figure 6 shows the results of the superposed epoch analysis applied to the components of the magnetic field, the ion velocity, density, and temperature, and the sum of the ion and magnetic field pressure (which is very close to the total pressure). In order to remove dawn-dusk (north-south) asymmetries in the magnetic field the method was applied to the absolute value of By (B,,).
The average velocity profile around the velocity peaks is presented in Figure 6b . It is evident from the time scale of the rise and fall of the velocity that the FBs (time scale of the order of 1 min) dominate the profile of the velocity. More than one local velocity maxima can occur within the _+4-min interval around each event, as well as more than one FBs (for example within _+4 min around the peak of the FB occurring at 2352:30 there are seven velocity peaks one of which is the peak of a FB). However, it appears that the local velocity peaks are in general statistically uncorrelated. As a result, although the sharp peak within about _+1 min around t = 0 confirms statistically our previous association of the flow bursts with the order of a minute time scale, the spread introduced due to the overlap of the events makes the FWHM of the FB larger than 1 min (F'WHM is • 3 min).
The flow at the peak is almost completely in the XosM direction. The Vy component of the velocity is small and becomes even smaller at the peak of the FB. The Vz component is almost zero. As a result the superposed velocity vector at t = 0 is within 6 ø of the sunward direction. The BBF event, however, defined as the interval during which the flow speeds exceed the long-term average of 50 km/s, lasts for quite a few minutes. The flow in Figure 6b does not subside to average convection values even 4 min after the occurrence of the velocity peak. We find no significant difference in the velocity profiles when we repeat the analysis for the lower velocity (400 km/s < Vi < 500 km/s) and the higher velocity (500 km/s < Vi < 1000 km/s) subsets of the data base.
The magnetic field profile presented in Figure 6a shows that, on the average, a clear decrease in IB,J and a clear increase in Bz correlate with the FBs. This signature of more pronounced dipolarization on the FB time scale seems to be embedded in a BBF time scale dipolarization that remains after the occurrence of the FB. This remnant dipolarization can be noted during many BBF events (roughly 50% of the 1985 case studies) by visual inspection. However, during the rest of the cases the elevation angle resumes its pre-BBF value suggesting that the dipolarizations are only transient (e.g., the event analyzed in detail in this paper). The BBF time scale dipolarization suggests that the BBF activity may, at times, be associated with irreversible changes of the plasma sheet configuration.
An additional diagnostic that illustrates the dipolarization signature during BBF events is the ratio Bz/IB,,sl plotted in Figure 6c . This diagnostic also indicates that the correlation between FBs and dipolarization of the magnetic field is not a result of a statistical bias toward events with large magnetic field magnitude. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The statistical analyses of BJetal89 and BJeta190 have shown that there exists a class of plasma sheet flows that has distinctly different characteristics from the PSBL flows. These high-speed flows occur in the ICPS, are thought of as bulk flows of the plasma sheet population, they are predominantly earthward (when large), mostly perpendicular to the instantaneous magnetic field and occur even for low-AE values. In this paper we used AMPTE/IRM data from a representative case and superposed epoch analysis on data from a 2-year data base to describe the evolution of the magnetic field and plasma during such events.
We have shown that the high-speed flows occur as part of 10-rain time scale enhanced flow intervals, during which the velocity exhibits large amplitude peaks of order of a minute time scale. We termed the enhanced flow intervals bursty bulk flow events and the velocity peaks flow bursts. We have argued that both temporal and spatial effects are responsible for the intermittent nature of the flow bursts. The FBs are typically associated with increased magnetic field variability, with transient dipolarizations, and with ion heating.
One would be tempted to interpret the FBs as evidence of nearby, localized (in the x-y plane), bursty reconnection. We abstain from such an interpretation for two reasons. First, it is evident from Figures 2 and 3 that the FBs can take place within a plasma sheet that is never severed. Whenever its outer portion (OCPS) is sampled (for example, at 2350 and at 0003 UT), it has the same field topology. Although we are not able to distinguish between constrictions/dilations of the plasma sheet and tail oscillations, the fact remains that the plasma sheet retains its integrity during the BBF event.
The sharp flow reversal of 2353:00 might suggest that an X line moved (earthward) past the spacecraft if the reconnection interpretation were to be applied. However, B: remained large and positive immediately after the flow reversal and never changed sign in the subsequent interval.
Although our data base contains a multiplicity of B BFs, each associated with different AE levels, different substorm phases, and presumably solar wind conditions, we believe that the event presented in this paper has features common to all. That this BBF event occurred during a low-AE interval and the fact that the spacecraft was inside the plasma sheet before, during and after the event, suggest that BBFs may be important to plasma sheet transport not only during large-scale substorms but also in general.
In conclusion, we note that Erickson and Wolf [1980] suggested that steady convection may not be possible within the plasma sheet. These authors argued that, if plasma sheet flux tubes moving earthward in a taillike magnetic field are compressed adiabatically, they would fail to remain in pressure equilibrium with the lobes. Theoretical attempts to resolve this problem [e.g. Kivelson 
